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Trio  Shaham  Erez  Wallfisch

Hagai Shaham • Arnon Erez • Raphael Wallfisch

 Op. 63 (1847)
1 I Mit Energie und Leidenschaft 12.47
2 II Lebhaft, doch nicht zu rasch 4.59
3 III Langsam, mit inniger Empfindung 6.16
4 IV Mit Feuer 8.23

5 (1878)

Op. 90 (1891)
6 I Lento maestoso - Allegro quasi doppio movimento 4.15
7 II Poco Adagio - Vivace non troppo 6.12
8 III Andante - Vivace non troppo 5.55
9 IV Andante moderato - Allegretto scherzando 4.45
10 V Allegro - Meno mosso, quasi tempo primo 4.06
11 VI Lento maestoso - Vivace 4.42

Photographs of the Trio by Michael Pavia

Recorded by Nimbus Records, Monmouth UK on 24-26 November 2016

c 2018 Wyastone Estate Limited © 2018 Wyastone Estate Limited
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Elegaic Trio
Piano Trio in D Minor

Piano Trio No. 2
‘Une larme’

Piano Trio
Cello Sonata

Debussy Violin Sonata
Piano Trio

Trio No. 1 & No. 2
Clavierstücke in canonischer form

'A superbly played collection of French Duos and
Trios from a starry ensemble'

'The trio's sheer pleasure of playing is bouncing
off this beautifully recorded CD'

‘The deeper the music, the finer the vividly-
recorded performance from these distinguished
players.'
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Trio Shaham Erez Wallfisch on Nimbus

Piano trios have often been formed by a
threesome of like-minded soloists: the
fabled ‘Million Dollar Trio’ of Heifetz,
Rubinstein and Piatigorsky springs to mind.
The present ensemble, founded in 2009,
belongs decidedly to this illustrious line. The
players’ traversal of Brahms’s oeuvre for
piano trio shows them as a perfectly attuned
group; both string players are mercurially
alive in their phrasing and dose their usage
of vibrato in a consistently unanimous
manner. A column could be filled
enumerating the felicities of characterisation
with which these readings are replete:
Brahms’s ubiquitous hemiola rhythms lilt and
bounce, his ‘hunting’ scherzos gallop merrily
along and soaring legato phrases sweep
over the fingerboard, carried by Shaham and
Wallfisch’s seductive, almost tangible sound.

The three trios were recorded in Nimbus’s
hall at Wyastone Leys, a most vivid acoustic
that brings the three players straight into
one’s living room. Balance with the piano is
absolutely realistic. Throughout, Erez is
considerate of his partners and beautifully
dovetails his thematic exchanges with them.

The ‘Double’ Concerto fills out the second
CD, an inspired juxtaposition that highlights
some compositional similarities with the
near-contemporaneous C minor Trio. It
comes across as almost chamber-like,

The Piano Trios

Concerto for Violin & Cello
Staatsorchester Rheinische Philharmonie

Daniel Raiskin, conductor

thanks to the sophisticated nuances Daniel
Raiskin draws from his Koblenz-based
orchestra, sticking faithfully to the soloists’
perfectly judged rubato.
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If one were seeking a potential link between the three composers featured on this disc,
one would need to look no further than Robert Schumann's protégé and 'darling of the
Muses', Johannes Brahms. Schumann first met Brahms in 1853, became instrumental
in making him known across Europe and proclaimed him the future saviour of German
music; and it was Brahms who became Clara Schumann's close confidante when
Robert attempted suicide and was committed to an asylum. Clara recorded that
Brahms 'strengthened the heart that threatened to break, he lifted my spirit, amused
whenever he could, my mind, and he was my friend in the entire sense of the word.'
Brahms may have had little direct influence on Edvard Grieg, but the two composers
are known to have joined (with Tchaikovsky) for a New Year's Day lunch at violinist
Adolph Brodsky's home in 1888 and renewed their acquaintance when Grieg visited
Vienna eight years later. Brahms's impact on Antonín Dvořák's career, however, was
considerable from the mid 1870s; he did much both to endorse the Bohemian
composer's creative talent, not least to the Berlin publisher Fritz Simrock, and to
facilitate his rise to international recognition.

1847 was a busy year for Schumann. He revised the final scene of his
, sketched the overture to his opera, , composed a few songs

and the brief choral work  and, doubtless prompted by his
wife Clara's Piano Trio in G minor (1846), penned two piano trios – in D minor, Op. 63
and in F major, Op. 80. He started composing Op. 63 in early June, choosing the key
of D minor in reverence to Mendelssohn's Piano Trio Op. 49 (1839), and presented the
completed work to Clara on 13 September, her 28th birthday. Clara premiered it in a
private concert soon afterwards with principals of the Dresden Court Orchestra,
having recorded: 'It sounds as if composed by one from whom there is still much to
expect, it is so strong and full of youthful energy and at the same time worked out so
masterfully. The first movement is … one of the loveliest that I know.'

The expansive sonata-form opening movement (D minor, 4/4) is, indeed, 'lovely' as
well as being contemplative and sometimes even brooding. Commencing in subdued
tones, it is built from a restless chromatic theme introduced by the violin. An energetic
transitional passage of dotted rhythms and striding chords pre-empts a second theme,
announced first by the piano and then taken up by the violin in canon at the octave
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with the cello. The opening theme then makes an unexpected return (cello, F major)
and is combined with fragments of the second idea. After the exposition's repeat,
Schumann builds his material to a frenzied climax but then aborts the developmental
process, winding down proceedings to a  and a dramatic pause. He then
introduces a new theme in the softest of triplet-quaver chords high in the piano's
range, supported first by the cello ( ) and eventually both stringed
instruments. However, the brooding atmosphere soon returns, leads to a modified
recapitulation and a coda, which recalls the initial phrase of the 'new theme', first in D
major ( ) and then B flat major ( ). The movement ends quietly after a
frenzied few bars of energetic arpeggios, dotted rhythms and full-blooded chords.

The second movement (F major, 3/4) is an animated scherzo in all but name. After two
preliminary bars, the violin and cello join in octaves with a theme comprising mostly
rising semitones and a driving dotted rhythm, alternating with the piano in canonic
imitation. A twisting quaver figure, suggested in the opening bar and destined to
assume greater importance, is combined with this dotted rhythm to close the first
section with a modulation to the dominant. The trio is a lyrical interlude based on a
stepwise rising-falling scalar melody, played in canonic imitation by all three
instrumentalists. A modified reprise of the scherzo's energetic material follows and a
short coda brings the close.

The deeply expressive ternary slow movement (A minor, 4/4) begins with a tender
violin soliloquy over the piano's ( ) largely harmonic accompaniment, joined
at times by the cello. A more animated central section with triplet accompaniment
briefly increases the intensity before winding down to a reprise of the opening material.
A paused chord of the dominant of D major leads directly into the finale (D major, 4/4),
a vigorous, high-spirited rondo. Its expansive principal theme bears some
resemblance to that of the first movement and recurs in an unusual variety of keys. A

 cello melody over a drone-like piano accompaniment becomes
increasingly significant in the argument, as do also a two-bar figure exchanged
between the violin and piano and a plaintive violin melody (also over a drone-like
ostinato), which is taken up more powerfully by the cello. Often given added
momentum by driving triplets, the movement's tempo is gradually ratcheted up in the
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greatest orchestras including London Symphony Orchestra, London Philharmonic
Orchestra, Philharmonia, BBC Symphony, Halle, City of Birmingham Symphony
Orchestra, Leipzig Gewandhaus, Berlin Symphony, Los Angeles Philharmonic,
Indianapolis Symphony, Warsaw Philharmonic, Czech Philharmonic and many others.
 He is regularly invited to play at major festivals such as the BBC Proms, Edinburgh,
Aldeburgh, Spoleto, Prades, Oslo and Schleswig Holstein. With a discography of over
70 discs on EMI, Chandos, Black Box, ASV, Naxos and Nimbus Raphael Wallfisch is
one of the most recorded classical artists in the world.

Playing chamber music together at the Pablo Casals Prades Festival Hagai Shaham
and Raphael Wallfisch recognised an immediate musical synergy. Arnon Erez joined
them for trio concerts in Lucerne and the Netherlands later that year and the Trio
Shaham Erez Wallfisch was established. Since 2009 the Trio have performed,
broadcast and recorded widely throughout Europe and Israel. The trio has toured the
United Kingdom, Holland, Germany, France, Israel, Spain, Belgium, Poland and
Canada and are regular guests at famous  venues such as Concertgebouw
Amsterdam and Wigmore Hall London.

Trio Shaham Erez Wallfisch enjoys a longstanding relationship with Nimbus Records
with whom to date they have recorded the Mendelssohn piano trios, a disc of French
repertoire and a disc of the great Russian piano trios.
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Trio Shaham Erez Wallfisch was founded in 2009 and comprises three of the finest
international instrumentalists performing today. Hailed for his thrilling virtuosity,
lustrous tone and profound artistic expression, Hagai Shaham is internationally
recognized as one of the most exciting Israeli violinists. A student of the renowned
Professor Ilona Feher. Among Shaham's awards is a first prize at the ARD Munich
Competition. As a soloist he performed with the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, BBC
Philharmonic, English Chamber, Israel Philharmonic, Jerusalem, Prague Phil, Baden-
Baden, São Paulo, Hong Kong, Taipei, Shanghai, Singapore and KBS Seoul
Symphony orchestras. Hagai Shaham recorded 30 albums for Hyperion, Nimbus, Avie,
Chandos, EMI, Champs Hill, Naxos and Decca which have been enthusiastically
received by international press. Hagai Shaham is a professor at the Buchmann-Mehta
School of Music at Tel Aviv University, as well as an Artist in Residence at Stony Brook
University, New York. He is a co-founder and of the Ilona Feher Foundation for
promoting young Israeli violinists.

Highly acclaimed for his sensitivity, virtuosity and profound musical interpretation,
Arnon Erez has gained a worldwide reputation as an outstanding pianist. Erez
partnership with violinist Hagai Shaham, winning the first prize at the Munich ARD
International Duo Competition in 1990, has led to numerous concerts and recordings,
highly praised by the critics. He has performed at many major venues including NY
Carnegie Hall, Musikverein in Vienna, The Concertgebouw in Amsterdam and
London's Wigmore Hall. Arnon Erez has recorded numerous CDs for Nimbus,
Hyperion, Delos, Classic Talent, Eroica, Cello Classics, CRI and Biddulph labels.
Arnon Erez heads the Chamber Music Department and is a piano professor at the
Buchmann-Mehta School of Music, Tel Aviv University.

Raphael Wallfisch was born in London into a family of distinguished musicians, his
mother the cellist Anita Lasker-Wallfisch and his father the pianist Peter Wallfisch. At
the age of twenty-four he won the Gaspar Cassado International Cello Competition in
Florence.   Since then he has enjoyed a worldwide career playing with the world’s
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coda, building to a triumphant conclusion.

Grieg's piano professors at the Leipzig Conservatory (1858-62) were Ignaz Moscheles
and Schumann's friend and champion, Ernst Wenzel, who gave him an especially
thorough grounding in Schumann's music. Although Grieg's surviving corpus of
completed chamber music is small (one string quartet, three violin sonatas and a cello
sonata), he also composed some salon pieces, two movements of a second string
quartet and an Andante con moto for piano trio (1878), intended as the slow
movement of a full-scale piano trio which never materialised. This Andante's
lamenting mood possibly reflects the composer's grief at both his daughter's death in
1869 and his parents' demise not long thereafter. The manuscript of the work was
discovered posthumously by Grieg’s Dutch colleague and friend, Julius Röntgen, who
commented to Grieg’s widow:

The piece remained unpublished until 1978. Annotations on the manuscript in Grieg’s
hand suggest that he planned to revise it and particularly to shorten its central section.
In hushed tones, the violin and cello set the scene for the piano's expressive melody,
which is then taken up by the stringed instruments in octaves and dominates the
movement in similar exchanges, either in its entirety or in motivic fragmentation. The
free interchange of thematic motives builds through a particularly tense section of
development via a dominant pedal to a mid-movement climax in which the violin and
cello punctuate the piano's  melodic line with spread chords. A section in C
major brings fresh optimism, but the minor mode soon returns. Following a general
pause, the hushed violin line is injected with a sense of urgency by a  piano
background, building to a climactic  cello statement. The music then
gradually subsides with the opening thematic motive, the instruments overlapping in
turn and finally playing in unison octaves.
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Dvořák is believed to have composed six piano trios, but his first two works in the
medium have not survived. He began work on his last example of the genre, the
'Dumky' Op. 90, in November 1890 and completed it on 12 February of the following
year. This trio is so named because it comprises a suite of six  movements.
Originally a Slavic/Ukrainian lament, the  is best described in Dvořák's
interpretation as a mood or manner, characterised by the free alternation of a slow,
mournful or pathetic section with one in lively contrast. Dvořák first used the
as the title of his Op. 35 for piano; he later employed it in several works, notably in the
slow movements of his String Sextet Op. 48, String Quartet Op. 51 and Piano Quintet
Op. 81 and in two of his Slavonic Dances Op. 46. He wrote to his friend Alois Göbl
(1890) that his new pieces for piano trio 'will be both happy and sad. In some places
it will be like a melancholic song, elsewhere like a merry dance; but, all told, the style
will be lighter or … more popular … so that it will appeal to both higher and lower
echelons.' Popularity was ensured with the work's publication in 1894;
correspondence suggests that Brahms undertook correction of the proofs while
Dvořák was working in the USA.

Despite his novel structural approach, Dvořák seems to have retained in his mind a
traditional four-movement framework for Op. 90. The first three  merge into one
another 'attacca subito' to form the opening movement; the fourth  effectively
constitutes the slow movement; no. 5 serves as a scherzo; and the sixth
rounds off the work in the manner of a rondo finale. Relationships of character and
sporadic correspondence of motive ensure some kind of cyclical coherence between
these .

The first  alternates an intense cello lament (E minor, 4/8), in which the violin
joins, with a cheerful dance, thematically related and at about twice the speed (E
major). The music and mood of the opening section return in slightly different guise
before the second section is reprised in modified form. The second 's (C sharp
minor, 4/8) slow section grows out of a plaintive melody for the cello and a tender
cantilena for the piano. This livens into a  episode, which introduces
a new, folksy theme. A brief cello cadenza heralds a modified reprise of the opening
material, topped by a storming  conclusion. The more joyful third (A
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major, 3/4) begins with radiant chords (piano, then muted strings) introducing a lyrical,
single-line melody (initially in the piano) which is subtly modified at each repetition. A
wistful, dance-influenced middle section (A minor, 2/4) provides contrast. A brief
return to the opening material and a charming coda conclude the movement.

 no. 4 begins as a march (D minor, 2/4), its simple melody (cello) consisting
largely of a rising and falling scale. Its predominantly elegiac mood is twice interrupted
(in F major and D major) by a snatch of a capricious idea. Yet another tune
seems to be forging a brilliant coda, but this is undermined by the pensive, melancholy
strain of the opening material. The extrovert, contrapuntal fifth movement (E flat major,
6/8) opens with a bold, rhythmic gesture (piano then cello). Although its sections
involve slight changes of pace and some quasi-recitative passages, its contrasts
emanate more from its brightly coloured modulations than any marked changes of
melody, mood or tempo. The final  (C minor, 4/8) reverts to the familiar pattern
of interchanging contrasted themes, its slow introductory section winding up
gradually into a wild and vigorous dance, with which it alternates. The movement
culminates with a brief coda, which, at first restful, gains strength and pace for a loud,
final flourish.

The work was premiered at Charles University in Prague on 11 April 1891 by the
composer, cellist Hanuš Wihan (dedicatee of Dvořák's Cello Concerto Op. 104) and
violinist Ferdinand Lachner on the occasion when Dvořák was awarded an honorary
doctorate. The same three players performed it several times on Dvořák's farewell
tour of Moravia and Bohemia between early January and late May 1892, before he
embarked on his next challenge as Artistic Director and Professor of Composition at
the National Conservatory in New York City. Hired specifically to show the Americans
'the way to the Promised Land, the realm of a new, independent art, in short a national
style of music!' he did not disappoint.

Robin Stowell, 2018
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